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Visma acquires the School Day Dashboard service for the
visualization of student administration data and
strengthening knowledge management
September 2, 2021

Visma Enterprise Oy strengthens the cloud-based competence of student administration by
acquiring the Dashboard service developed by School Day Helsinki Oy. The service visualizes the
reports of educational institutions and provides reliable, up-to-date information for supporting
management.

Visma Enterprise is the market leader in electronic student administration services whose student
administration system Wilma serves over two million users all over Finland from early childhood
education to upper secondary education. The Wilma system contains large amounts of data, and the
information it provides is often underutilized. With the Dashboard service developed by School Day,
the data received from Wilma can be processed and visualized into useful information and clear
indicators that can be used as a basis for decision-making.

With the newly announced sale, Visma Enterprise will ensure current customers the continuation of
the Dashboard service and its further improvement in the future. The deal does not include School
Day’s other products, such as Wellbeing, and will not result in the transfer of employees.

“With the Dashboard service, we can already offer our customers the opportunity to utilize the data
accumulating in our student administration system for supporting management in educational
administration. Our goal, however, is to broaden the service considerably both in terms of content
and user groups as our technical overhaul progresses,” says Business Area Director Teemu Lehtonen
from Visma Enterprise.

“In the future, we intend to introduce a part that is free of charge for all users as well as broader
paid packages enabling more efficient utilization of the data in the system for all users,” Lehtonen
continues.
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“The Dashboard is a testimony of our strong partnership with Visma Enterprise. We have been able
to develop new services for the Wilma ecosystem in a short period of time. With the sale, the
Dashboard service will now be further improved, allowing us to focus on the development of digital
services for the well-being of children and youth," says Mika Kasanen, CEO of School Day.

More information:
Teemu Lehtonen, Business Area Director, Visma Enterprise Oy, +358 50 595 5074
Mika Kasanen, CEO, School Day Helsinki Oy, +358 40 551 2116

School Day Helsinki Oy
School Day is an expert company of digital services supporting well-being at schools with decades of
experience in the field of education. We produce analyzed data about the well-being of students, for
supporting the development of schools and educational institutions. Our goal is to make school days
better together with teachers, students, parents, and the entire school community.
https://www.schoolday.com

Visma Enterprise Oy
Visma Enterprise offers diverse human resources and workforce management solutions and
electronic services for educational administration. Our software products include Wilma, M2, Saima
HR, Numeron, and Tiima. We are part of the agile European software company Visma, which
employs over 1,600 experts in Finland. www.visma.fi/enterprise/
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